What’s New With Threads?
Lume and Lacquered Jewels - Did you
ever wish for a metallic that had the
glimmer of precious metal and no
texture, just a smooth sheen? Well
here it is! Lume and Lacquered Jewels
are both single ply metallics that
come in a skein (no twist from being
wrapped around a spool). Simply put
the number of plies in your needle
necessary for your canvas count and
stitch away. It’s just like working
with floss; strand up or down for the
coverage you want.
There are lots of uses for these wonderful threads. Long Stitches are
smooth and satiny, stitch a crown or
trim on a robe in multiple shades of
gold. Blend a ply or two with your
embroidery floss or silk for just a hint
of shimmer: dew on a leaf, a highlight in an eye or light hitting a window pane. Backgrounds worked in
open patterns take on a new elegance
when worked in Lume or Lacquered
Jewels. Let the talent of the canvas
painter shine through.

Wonder Twist
Seventy five colors unlike any others
you have seen. Colors so bright they
glow!!! Need a little pizazz on a toy
under the tree, or a hint of bright
green on a frog? These are the
threads you will love. Think of a
nylon version of pearl cotton and you
will imagine Wonder Twist; the nylon
gives it excellent durability. Use 1 ply
on 24 or 18ct and 2 ply on 13 or
14 ct.
And for a little extra sparkle, try
Metallic Accent Twist, Wonder Twist
with a single ply of metallic added.

STITCH of the Month
Saint Mark’s Cross
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This is a variation of the Upright Cross. Bring your needle up on the odd
numbers and down on the even working the first row from right to left. The
horizontal thread will be on top.
Work the second row from left to right following the letters. The vertical
thread will be on top.
Pay attention to the alternation of
the rows. It is well worth the effort!
Use Saint Mark’s Cross to create a
soft pebbly texture; it fills small
areas nicely with easy compensation. See diagram at right.
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ORTS et cetera. . .
Laying tools are a necessity for the
stitcher wanting to control her
threads. The use of a laying tool will
help keep the plies of thread parallel
when stitching. This little extra step
will allow the light to reflect smoothly and evenly off the stitching for the
maximum impact.
There are many different types of
laying tools. It is a matter of personal preference which feels the most
comfortable to you when stitching.
Most stitchers will stitch with their
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et cetera. . .
dominant hand while holding the
laying tool with their opposite hand
to guide the threads.
A trolley needle is an unusual style
of laying tool in that it fits over a
finger, nothing to hold! Imagine an
open style thimble with a large tapestry needle soldered to the tip. Use
the tip to control the threads and
your Long Stitches have never
looked so smooth. Stop by and we’ll
show you how it works.

